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Come experience this unique teaching method in which the entire music class is in the dark using black lights to provide a glowing worship experience which your children will love.

Matthew 5:14-16
“You are the light of the world. A town built on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither do people light a lamp and put it under a bowl. Instead they put it on its stand, and it gives light to everyone in the house. In the same way, let your light shine before others, that they may see your good deeds and glorify your Father in heaven.

Needs
Cheap Black Lights
Old White T-shirts
Glow in the Dark Games

1. Movement with fabric
Gather glow in the dark fabric and do simple movements to music.

2. Glow Rhythms
Draw rhythms
Create black/white rhythm cards and have the children duplicate the rhythms with white or neon colored pipe cleaners.

3. Play Glow Rhythms
Have the children play different rhythms using instruments while in the dark.

4. Glow Plate High and Low
Create and elastic staff and have the children find high and low, same and different, find notes on the staff, surf melodies…and so much more.

5. Play the cup game.
Pass cups in the dark to music.

6. Move to music in the dark.

7. Hula Hoop High and Low in the dark
Begin simple notation, high and low in music, and simple song writing using glow in the dark hula hoops.

8. Creep Track

9. More ideas